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Polychromatic Flow Cytometry Data Analysis: Immunophenotyping
Lymphocyte sub-populations and targeting their proliferation indices
using CFSE
-Experimental hypothesis begins with protocol – panel
design. What are the objectives of the experiment and
how best to achieve them. Have clearly defined goals
and be aware of what proteins, cell types you’re
targeting and their relative abundances.
Noise

-Detection sensitivity is the key.
-What determines sensitivity in a flow experiment?
- Signal:Noise
Laser line and power.
Longpass and bandpass filters used = instrument
specification.
Antibody clone and quality.
Fluorophore purity and quality.
Degree of labeling, or fluorophore to protein ratio (f:p
ratio) = Brightness Index of Fluorophores
Target cells used.
PMT setup

- What determines sensitivity
in a flow experiment?
1. The instrument and its specifications.
What instrument is best suited and
optimally setup for your experiment.
Variables that will affect your instrument’s
sensitivity:
a) LASER wavelengths = most optimal
excitation for chosen fluorophore
b) LASER power = input energy for
excitation

Important Points about PMT voltage adjustments:
-Once baseline PMT voltages are set, and you need to
readjust them (eg signal too bright), YOU HAVE TO RE-RUN
ALL YOUR COMPENSATION CONTROLS at the new voltages.
PMT voltages and % compensations are linked. Adjusting
PMT volts will result in different compensation settings.
-PMT voltages = detector sensitivity = signal amplification.
Balance the PMT volts so your dim populations are well
resolved without losing (off scale) the bright populations.
-PMT voltage setting guides are available on most our
instruments.
-Once acceptable resolution between your negative and dim
populations is achieved, a higher voltage will not improve
resolution, however it will increase your fluorophore spill
into adjacent channels = higher compensation %.
-The greater the difference in PMT volts between channels,
the greater the compensation (for adjacent emitting
fluorophores)

Antibody Titration will improve your dim population resolution,
hence improve detection sensitivity:

Thanks to advancements in fluorophore chemistry in recent years,
there are many choices available for flow cytometry.

Foxp3

When designing your panel consider:
1. Target protein abundance in your sample (eg. rare Foxp3 v abundant CD3)
2. Your choice of fluorophore (brightness index)
3. Cell type (nominal v highly autofluorescent)
Scientists have agreed that the overall brightness of a fluorophore can be estimated by the
relationship between the positive and the negative (background) signals. In turn, the background
in a particular detector is affected by:
Signal intensity.
Autofluorescence of the sample.
The amount of non-specific staining.
Electronic noise of the instrument.
Potential contribution of other fluorophores when co-staining (if possible choose fluorophores
with nominal or no spectral overlap).
The ratio of the separation between the positive and the negative population divided by two
times the standard deviation of the negative population is called "Stain Index (SI or D value).
Since conjugation processes and f:p ratios can vary from company to company, it is important to
understand that SI values can also vary accordingly. (check each manufacturer’s brightness index
table)
Once your Abs are titrated correctly, as a rule of thumb always target your rare proteins with a
bright fluorophore, and abundant proteins with a dimmer one.

CD3

Polychromatic Flow Cytometry Data Analysis: Immunophenotyping Lymphocyte
Subsets and targeting their proliferation indices using CFSE
Questions we wish to answer:
Clearly identify our target populations
What are the proliferation profiles of different lymphocyte subsets with and without
different stimuli? and To what extent to these populations proliferate post initial
stimulus?
Does proliferation of lymphocyte subsets affect their subsequent receptor expression?

What do we need to achieve this:
-Relevant instrument setup cells or particles = baseline controls
(in this case we’re using unstimulated PBMCs, particularly the unstimulated lymphocytes.)
IMPORTANT NOTE: What are the best cell types or particles to set your baseline voltages up with?

1. Unstimulated lymphocytes, thymocytes or splenocytes (good for all fluorescent channels)
2. Blank beads (Calibrite blank beads, good for most channels (off 488nm, 561nm, 640nm), but be aware you
will get +1LOG autofluorescence in the violet (405nm) channels)
Avoid using highly autofluorescent cells to blindly setup baseline voltages. In your endeavour to set these up
in the “negative” areas, you will inadvertently drop voltages = compromise channel sensitivity, which may be
paramount when trying to identify rare and/or dim populations
(note if working with highly autofluorescent cells eg. Alveolar Macrophages, long term immortalised cultures
cells (CHO), aim to use fluorophores in the red and far red regions (APC, AF700, APC-H7), these channels are
less affected by autofluorescence. Autofluorescence manifests mostly in the yellow-green channels.
(off the 488nm = eg. FITC (530nm), PE (575nm), PE-Tx (610nm)
(off 405nm = eg. Amcyan (510nm), BV 570, BV 605)

Compensation controls (single colour controls for polychromatic assays)
Important points for your compensation controls:
1) Controls need to be at least as bright or brighter than any sample the compensation
will be applied to
An important consideration is to select the sample with the brightest fluorescence of
the experiment. “Dimness” is relatively irrelevant. Only brightest matters, and that is
so that low spillovers can be accurately estimated
2) Background fluorescence should be the same for the positive and
negative control
Any carrier for binding fluorochromes can be used for single stain
compensation controls, such as cells or particles. However, the
positive and negative carrier of a parameter must have the same
autofluorescence.
3) Compensation control fluorochromes MUST match the exact experimental
fluorochrome
Each flurochrome has a unique emission profile. Therefore, the amount of spillover
will be different, even for fluorochromes that emit light at about the same wavelength
(e.g. FITC and Alexa Fluor 488)
This rule is even more restrictive when applied to tandem dyes. Each lot of tandem
dye (PE-TR, PE-Cy5, PerCP-Cy5.5, APC-Cy7, etc.) should be considered unique and
require its own single stain control. If a user is using two different lots of PE-Cy7 in an
experiment, then they need to have two PE-Cy7 compensation single stain controls,
one from each lot. Different lots will have different conjugation ratios, i.e. more Cy7
conjugates to PE or less.
One final note
ALWAYS INCLUDE SINGLE COLOUR COMPENSATION CONTROLS
Finally, compensation controls must be treated in the same manner as
FOR EACH EXPERMINENTAL RUN. YOU SHOULD NOT AND
experimental samples. This is because exposure to light and
CANNOT ASSUME STATE OF FLUOROPHORES HAS REMAINED
treatments like fixation/permeabilization or pH may alter the
CONSTANT, ESPECIALLY WITH TANDEM DYES!
fluorochrome, particularly the tandem conjugation ratio, i.e. lose some
Cy7 on each PE molecule.

For 100% accurate compensation use:

Always check automated compensation has been performed correctly!

Other type controls in flow cytometry assays – Isotype and FMO:
Are Isotype controls relevant in polychromatic flow cytometry?
Should Isotype controls be used to set negative-positive boundies?

Antibody panel being used for this analysis:
CD3 eF450 (pan T cell marker)
CFSE Cell tracker Dye CFSE is widely used for cell tracking and proliferation studies. CFSE readily crosses intact cell membranes. Once inside
the cells, intracellular esterases cleave the acetate groups to yield the fluorescent carboxyfluorescein molecule. The succinimidyl ester group reacts
with primary amines, crosslinking the dye to intracellular proteins. Cell division can be measured as successive halving of the fluorescence intensity of
CFSE. Cells labeled with CFSE may be fixed and permeabilized for analysis of intracellular targets, such as Foxp3 using standard formaldehydecontaining fixatives and saponin-based permeabilization buffers. IMPORTANT: Titrate CFSE to your cell type (different cytoplasmic matrices and
volumes). CFSE is very bright, balance the brightness with titration so you do not end up compromising sensitivity (low PMT volts). Low PMT volts,
when compared to other adjacent channels (normal PMT volts) WILL CAUSE YOU BIG COMPENSATION PROBLEMS. Remember the greater the
voltage difference between your adjacent PMTs, the greater the % compensation (as a general rule)

CD19 PE (pan B cell marker)
7AAD Live/Dead cell marker – DNA stain. People often use 7AAD or PI as a viability stain. Strictly speaking these dyes are DNA dyes
and only stains cells with compromised cell membranes which allows access to the cell nucleus. In reality dyes such as 7AAD and PI are membrane
integrity indicators, also commonly used to stain DNA for cell cycle studies. People often assume cells permissible to these dyes are dead or damaged,
however cells can recover from membrane damage (eg from electroporation, some drug treatments) and hence 7AAD or PI positivity does not
automatically mean a death sentence. Conversely these dyes WILL NOT stain late apoptotic or necrotic cells nor debris. These generally do not
contain DNA, hence will be 7AAD negative. Use FSC or SSC v 7AAD/PI to discern. Very important note: Any dyes such as 7AAD or PI which intercalate
or incorporate into DNA will be highly CARCINOGENIC. Any handling, weighing or usage of these dyes should be done in a fume hood or safety
cabinet. Avoid using on open benchtops!

CD56 APC NK cell marker? This marker is restricted to NK cells and a subset of Tcells (NKTcells). Use CD3 to delineate NKs from NKTs
CD4 APC-780 Expressed on T helper cells (hi) and
Monocytes (medium), Macrophages (dim))

some subsets that recognize antigens associated with self-MHC class II molecules (eg.

